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In with the old, out with the new—reclaiming your closet and reducing fashion waste starts
here.Repair your favorite socks with style, add flair with personalized patches, and turn ripped
jeans into an embroidered masterpiece. For beginner and experienced makers, Lily Fulop's
guide to mending and upcycling is your colorful companion to ditching fast fashion and
extending the lifecycle of all your favorite clothes.Fulop's vibrant step-by-step illustrations make
mending easier than every, demystifying techniques and displaying unique ways to show off
your personality. And when your mending possibilities run out, she has simple yet striking
solutions to repurpose fabric, including braided rugs, crocheted pillows, and more. Say hello to
sustainable inspiration.



Wear, Repair, RepurposeA MAKER’S GUIDE TO MENDING AND UPCYCLING CLOTHESLILY
FULOPContentsIntroductionMy StoryFashion SustainabilityDonating vs. RecyclingMindful
Mending and MakingTools and TechniquesOverview of TechniquesMaterials You May
NeedUnderstand Your FabricBasic Sewing SkillsMending ProjectsRepairing a SeamVisible
Whipstitch SeamInvisible Backstitch SeamTaking in a SeamHemmingSewing a ButtonSewing a
Hook and Eye ClaspEmbroidery over Stains or Small HolesPatching
HolesBasicSashikoDarningSwiss DarningTracing Existing StitchesSwiss Darning a
HoleUpcycling ProjectsT-Shirt YarnPom-PomTasselBraided Rag RugLatch HookingPillow
CoverWall HangingRugKnit/CrochetPillow CoverBagCrochet Rag RugAppliquéDecorative
Strawberry PatchCrazy QuiltingPillow CoverAn Actual QuiltWall HangingOne Last ThingWhat to
Do When …AcknowledgmentsNotesIndex of Projects and SkillsDo you see yourself as a …□
maker□ zero-waste warrior□ clothes hoarder□ craftivist□ collector of hobbies□ stitcher□
human being who lives on this planetIf you’ve checked one or more, congrats! You’re in the right
place. This book is your guide to understanding the impact of the clothes you Wear, how to
Repair them through mending, and how to Repurpose or upcycle your clothes to keep them from
becoming trash.Why Mend?• to extend the life of your clothes• to save your favorite clothes from
stains and holes• to personalize your clothing and make it special• to use your hands (it’s
satisfying!)• to minimize your consumption and environmental impact• to see potential in thrifted/
vintage clothesWhy Upcycle?• to save clothes from the trash• to reduce landfill waste• to make
one-of-a-kind pieces• to find a new use for clothing that isn’t worn, but is lovedIntroductionMy
StoryThis project began when I launched the Instagram account @mindful_mending as part of a
school assignment. Since then, it has grown into something much bigger: a reason to keep
learning and teaching, a lens to see the world through, and a movement of its own, combatting
fashion waste and making a difference. My goal at the outset was to start a community to
educate and inspire conversations around fashion sustainability through mending and upcycling.
First, I taught myself mending—I knew how to sew and the basics of garment construction, but
techniques like darning were new to me. I started making tutorials and teaching my classmates,
and, as I shared my new skills with them, I learned how to explain different techniques and
communicate instructions clearly. I got involved with my local community and met other makers
who were interested in sustainable fashion. I hosted “mending parties” and workshops at
clothing swaps to teach my friends (old and new). I was surprised to see how many people were
interested in mending but had no idea where to begin. When they saw the beauty and function of
mending, and after I assured them that they could do it, even people without sewing experience
were excited to learn.I’ve always been interested in textiles and craft, but my sustainable fashion
journey and focus on mending started fairly recently. A visual designer by training, I started
taking costume design classes in college, honing my hand- and machine-stitching skills and
learning the basics of making clothing. Soon after, I met Kelly Simpson-Scupelli of Kelly Lane



Design in Pittsburgh. Like me, Kelly had a background in visual design, but she had shifted her
practice to fashion design. She wanted to use design to make a difference, and the most glaring
issue she saw that she could address was fashion sustainability. Making small batches of
clothing with organic cotton and low-impact dyes, Kelly established a local and sustainable
fashion business. A specific problem Kelly had noticed in her industry was the amount of fabric
waste created from cutting patterns for clothing, so she started saving all of these scraps in
hopes of figuring out some way to repurpose them. As an intern with Kelly, I jumped onto this
project and started experimenting with the scraps, and together, we started Remnant Lab. We
had three goals: “to discover innovative ways to breathe new life into cut-aways from our
collections, to divert textile waste from landfills, and to delight our customers with high-quality,
one- or few-of-a-kind handmade pieces that tell a story.” I started cutting the scraps into strips
and tying them together to create yarn, to be knitted or crocheted into new projects. Smaller
scraps became pom-poms, tassels, or fringe.When I was eventually tasked with creating a
senior capstone project that would marry design with sustainability and social innovation, I
decided to focus on fashion sustainability again. This time, I expanded my reach from the
perspective of the fashion designer to that of the average consumer. Most people don’t have
bags of fabric scraps sitting around waiting to be repurposed, but they are still creating clothing
waste by buying cheap fashion and throwing it away when it rips or stains. I wanted to empower
a wider range of people to start thinking about their environmental impact and learn skills to
make change. That was the beginning of Mindful Mending. After I graduated, I wasn’t sure where
the project would go, but I kept making—because I never stop making—and posting to the
Instagram account, which kept getting more popular. People all over the world were engaging
with the things I shared and responding to my journey. If you’ve been around with me since the
beginning, you’ll know that I’m teaching things that I’m still learning. We’re in it together. That’s
why I think it’s silly when people get intimidated or don’t want to try new things, because they
think they have to be perfect. You don’t need to be an expert. You don’t need to be a seamstress,
tailor, or fashion designer. This book is for everybody, at every experience level. The only
requirements are the desire to learn, willingness to practice, and concern for the planet.Crafts
like sewing or knitting sometimes get a bad rap for being “old-lady,” but don’t let that outdated
(and ageist and sexist) stereotype keep you from practicing them. Anyone can and should learn
these skills regardless of age or gender; older generations exercised mindfulness and
sustainability, which are really important values to bring back. If your grandma mended or made
things like clothing by hand, she probably did so out of necessity, to save money and resources.
Today, stuff is cheaper and easier to get, so we’ve lost these skills and the appreciation for well-
made and well-cared-for possessions. We need to bring them back—not because it’s the Great
Depression and it’s all we have, but because it’s our responsibility to take care of the
planet.Fashion SustainabilityFast fashion is a problem. It depletes resources, pollutes
ecosystems, and breeds unsafe working conditions—all in the name of “cheap” and “fast.”There
are many structural issues with the fashion industry, but a particularly insidious problem is the



way fast fashion has affected our cultural attitudes and habits of consumption. In 2016, the
average American consumer purchased about 65 pieces of clothing, more than five items a
month.1 Americans now buy five times as much clothing as they did in 1980.2 We’re constantly
bombarded with new trends that make our perfectly functional clothing feel old and undesirable.
The clothing that we buy isn’t meant to have a long lifecycle anyway—it’s made cheaply and
shoddily, and probably won’t hold up past the season. Because they’re so cheap, we don’t feel
bad about throwing our clothes away and replacing them. It is estimated that more than half of
fast fashion produced is disposed of in under a year.3 This creates a massive waste problem.
According to the 2015 documentary The True Cost, “The average American tosses 82 pounds of
textile waste each year, which adds up to 11 million tons of the stuff from our country alone.”
Ultimately, one garbage truck of textiles is landfilled or incinerated every second.4 We keep
buying more and more new clothes, which are made cheaper and cheaper. There’s nowhere for
these clothes to go—their lifecycle is painfully short, and after a few uses, they’re
done.RecycleReusing materials from a product to make the same product. Materials like glass
and aluminum can be melted down and remade indefinitely.DowncycleBreaking down materials
to make a lower-value product; repetition is limited because materials lose quality and cannot be
recycled again.UpcycleMaking something with existing materials that add to their value and use,
which prolongs the life of materials.Donating vs. RecyclingWith all this talk of textile waste, you
might be thinking, “Wait, I don’t throw my clothes away! I donate them to thrift stores, so
someone in need can make use of them.” It’s a big misconception that clothes you send to thrift
stores end up being worn by needy people, and it’s problematic to think of our clothes as
donations instead of waste. When disposing of clothing feels charitable, we’re under the false
impression that we’re doing something good. These clothes need to be thought of just like any
other waste output.Let’s break down what exactly happens to thrift store “donations.” Only 15 to
20 percent of clothing donated to thrift stores gets purchased and worn by people in the
community because thrift store charities receive far too many donations to sell.5 The excess
clothing donations get sold to textile recycling companies, who resell 45 percent of the clothes to
developing countries, disrupting their local garment industry and becoming a waste problem
overseas.6 The clothes we donate to thrift stores are poor quality, and quite frankly, no one really
wants them. Fewer and fewer donations are actually being re-worn by people. How many times
have you donated something with stains, missing buttons, and broken zippers? Most people will
pass these clothes up and opt for something new instead. Fast fashion is so cheap that many
people with limited income can afford and prefer this option over low-quality donations. So, if
people aren’t wearing our old clothes, what’s happening to them?The rest of our excess clothing
donations get downcycled into things like housing insulation, carpet pads, or wiping rags.7 For
these materials, this constitutes the fibers’ final use, meaning that it doesn’t get recycled again.
Its life ends there.Only 1 percent of used clothes actually get recycled and turned into new
clothes.8 Most of our clothes are made up of blends of fibers, and we don’t currently have the
technology to separate those fibers and use them again. We need to invest in this technology to



make recycling clothing a more viable option, but it’s difficult for people to understand the
importance of this when they’re still thinking of their clothing waste as donations instead of trash
with the potential to be recycled.If you’re having trouble accepting clothing as waste, let’s draw a
direct parallel. It’s easier to understand how disposable plastics, like water bottles, are bad for
the environment. We use them once, then dispose of them within hours or minutes. We buy them
and dispose of them again and again and again. You’ve seen bottles on the side of the road, and
plastics on beaches. You’ve collected your trash and recycling, and you have a sense of how it
adds up. Recycling is great, but it doesn’t stop the amount of resources that went into making
and shipping the plastic the first time around. Recycling falsely reassures us that we’re being
environmentally friendly and allows us to keep using more disposable plastics, which creates a
cycle of production and consumption that doesn’t change our habits at all. (Not to mention that
much of what we put in the recycling bin is not actually recycled.)Chances are, the T-shirt you’re
wearing is a synthetic blend, which—guess what—means it’s also plastic. For many of us, it’s
difficult to understand our harmful consumption of fashion as easily as we might with a plastic
water bottle. Our clothes hang around for longer periods of time. Even when we stop using them,
they might sit in the back of our closets or in a storage bin. When we get rid of them, we usually
aren’t throwing them straight into the trashcan (although many people do). Instead, we donate
them to a thrift store, which feels charitable and environmentally friendly. We don’t see or
understand where these clothes end up, so we don’t feel their impact.And, unlike plastic bottles,
which can at least be recycled repeatedly, clothes usually get down-cycled once, which makes
them even worse for the environment.Most of the people I know have switched to using reusable
water bottles and carry them proudly. I’m waiting for this same switch to happen with fashion. I
want to see people proudly wearing jeans that are ten years old, or repurposing their clothes into
beautiful items they cherish.Mindful Mending and MakingThe antidote to fast fashion is its
opposite: slow fashion. Slow fashion usually refers to clothing that is made locally on a small
scale, with the intention to last (because it doesn’t follow short-lived trends—and because of its
quality). That sounds great, but it can be difficult to jump straight into slow fashion. It costs a lot
more, and we’re used to the unsustainably low prices of fast fashion (prices that are only
possible when manufacturing is outsourced to countries where workers don’t get paid a living
wage).If slow fashion is inaccessible because of its price point, there’s another way in that
doesn’t involve buying expensive ethically and sustainably made clothes: mindfulness. Mending
our clothes causes an awareness and appreciation for the function our clothes serve and the
work that goes into making them. When we take the time to repair something, we care for it more
because we’ve invested our time and effort into it. Mending takes time. It forces us to slow down,
fosters thoughtfulness, and invites meditation. Similarly, learning tactile skills and crafts puts us
in touch with the materials we’re working with. It allows us to see possibilities in things we might
once have viewed as trash. Again, it takes time. When you slow down to repair the things you
have or repurpose the things you no longer use, you’ll be much more aware of the new things
you bring in. Mindfulness slows consumption. When we’re more in touch with our possessions



and their lifecycle, we’re less likely to purchase things we don’t need or things that won’t last.
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sdeluty, “Beautifully written, designed, and conceived. I thought I already knew how to sew, but
Wear, Repair, Repurpose showed me I was living in a bubble when it can to my concept of
clothing. This book is a joy to read and learn from, and opened my eyes to how repairing our
belongings can make them more valuable, not less. After giving a compelling review of the
damages fast fashion is doing to the earth, Lily gives great ideas for cute fixes, and taught a
bunch of simple stitches that change the fabric in different ways-- I used to just move my needle
and thread back and fourth and hope for the best. No more! Now I find myself seeing bleach
stains and holes in a new, exciting light, and have a new sustainable hobby that makes my
possessions unique and i treasure them so much more. I even patched a chair my cat scratched
and I was going to throw away. Now it's my favorite one of the set!”

Rebecca Vicars, “This book is SO inspiring!. If you would love to be able to repair and repurpose
your favorite clothing but feel like you don't have the skills needed to do so, never fear! This book
will walk you through the steps to creating & fun mending. It has beautiful images detailing a
wide range of cool looking mending and innovative tricks you need for your fashion revolution
tool box! A great step toward keeping your favorite garments going and out of the landfill. Win-
Win!”

Lucy Yu, “Intro-friendly, quick & easy mending techniques for the environment!. I love this book!
Upon the first week of receiving it, I successfully hemmed my own pajama pants that had been
way too long. It was really easy to follow the step by step guide and the accompanying
illustrations. This book makes the idea of firsthand mending less intimidating and plenty of fun :)”

Sarah Doyle, “Such an awesome find!. This book rules It's perfect for beginners and so much
fun for those who are familiar with mending already! The pictures are awesome and explain
everything so well. I highly recommend it ”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great for beginners. There's a lot in here that's all very well explained
and illustrated! It starts really simple, like tying knots and basic stitching, then goes into some
mending/upcycling(!) projects. You will learn techniques that go from fixing socks all the way to
quilting with extra fabric. Seriously, you won't run out of things to do.”

Jessica Santana, “Great detail and wonderful way to introduce to young kids.. Details examples
and illustrations. Makes it easier to understand. I would recommend to anyone starting or in
saving precise items”

CB, “Perfect for DIY lovers and anyone interested in sustainability. From simple fixes to fun
projects, this book is a needed addition to any DIY lover's coffee table or bookshelf. You can



learn how to repair the hole in your favorite pair of jeans, make a tassel keychain out of old t-shirt
scraps, and so much more. This book is especially perfect during COVID quarantine when we all
have more time on our hands... such a great buy.”

Virag E., “I cannot recommend enough to get this book! LOVE IT . Firstly, I absolutely loooove
the aesthetics of the whole book...alone that is so inspiring so 10/10 for design and aesthetic, it
is a beautiful and good quality book which I can go back for for years and years to come. As for
the content of the book: I loved all of the projects, it is perfect for beginners who wanna learn
about mending their own clothes as well as upcycling them if they came to the end of their lives.
Each project is nicely illustrated with very easy step-by-step instructions to follow. Lily also wrote
a little introduction at the beginning explaining the current situation in the fast fashion industry
and why over-consumption and clothing waste is such a big problem, she also shares her story
which just makes the book even more personal. The book also has some very cool little posters
which all have a fabulous design and a powerful quote on them which we can cut out of the book
and use them to decorate our rooms - what a brilliant idea. If you haven't already, check out the
author's, Lily, Instagram @mindful_mending for more amazing inspirations and content... She is
such a sweet and talented woman and by supporting her, we are also supporting such a good
cause of saving clothes from landfill ( which is a bigger problem than most of us realise).I cannot
recommend enough to get this book.”

Angeles, “Inspiring. This book is full of information, good ideas and beautiful illustrations.I highly
recommend it for people starting a road to more sustainable living, interested in mending clothes
and up cycling some more.I've done many projects following the book's ideas, and at times I
needed to do some more research online to get it right, but I guess it's part of the beauty of the
book to be inspired to read further and to want to know more.”

Philippa Stewart, “A must have book of creativity and resourcefulness!!. A wonderful and
incredibly creative must have little book, jam packed with resources, activities and processes
geared at becoming more resourceful and sustainable. Easy to read, accessible and full of
gorgeous visuals. A great gift for a maker, or even as a treat for yourself! Wear, Repair,
Repurpose is an ethos we should get behind- now more than ever. 100% recommend!!”

The book by Lily Fulop has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 206 people have provided feedback.
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